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Managing patients
Optimizing outcomes.
Elevate care with better-coordinated transitions.
A patient-centric care world requires smooth transitions along the entire care continuum.
And that takes unparalleled coordination.
Download your free eBook today for insight into how you can reduce readmissions and
denials and ensure smooth transitions between care teams with Allscripts Care Director.
•

Shareable care plans empower extended care teams

•

Automate patient discharges and manage out-of-network leakage

•

Advanced integration with dbMotion creates the ultimate population
management tool

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.

Get your
Transitions of
Care eBook
today
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Your eBook is here.
Get it now.
Ensure smooth transitions and reduce readmissions
and denials by connecting care teams.
Download your free eBook now and learn why
coordinated care counts more than ever in a patient-
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can help you coordinate outpatient care throughout
Get smoother
transitions of care
across all
care settings

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.

Register to get your
free Transitions of
Care eBook

the community:
•

Care plans with physician practices

•

Make optimal patient care and cost decisions

•

Drive the next action with pre-populated plans

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.
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Thanks!

Your eBook is ready to download.
Forward-thinking healthcare organizations like yours are leveraging
Allscripts Care Director—part of the Care Management software
suite—to stay on top in a connected care world.
Our proven suite of Care Management solutions is used by over 1,000
healthcare organizations to:
•

Effectively coordinate outpatient care throughout the community

•

Proactively plan for and manage at-risk patients and targeted
populations

•

Reduce preventable readmissions, improve overall patient health
and reduce costs

See how you can, too, at allscripts.com/caremanagement

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.
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More hand-offs.
Better control.
Coordination counts.
With healthcare teams expanding, delivering well-coordinated care shouldn’t require
jumping through hoops.
Download your free eBook today for insight into how to deliver better patient
outcomes and smoother transitions at a lower cost. Discover how Allscripts Care
Director can help you:
•

Streamline care transitions with shareable care plans

•

Prioritize and better manage patient populations

•

Use a single, hosted platform to lower your costs and improve care

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.

Get your
Transitions of
Care eBook
today
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CD 1

Your eBook is here.
Get it now.
Find out how better care coordination can optimize
patient outcomes and lower costs.
Managing patients.
Optimizing outcomes.
Elevate care with better-coordinated transitions.

Download your free eBook now and learn how giving
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Care Managers complete patient and population
visibility can improve care quality while reducing costs.

Company name

Discover how Allscripts Care Director can help Care
Managers achieve new standards of practice:
•

Deliver complete transfers of care among acute,
ambulatory and long-term care clinicians

•

Address the total individual, including medical,
psychosocial and behavioral needs

•

Have complete visibility to achieve seamless transitions

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.
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Thanks!
Your eBook is ready to download.
Forward-thinking healthcare organizations like yours are leveraging
Allscripts Care Director— part of the Care Management software
suite—to stay on top in a connected care world.
Our proven suite of Care Management solutions is used by over 1,000
healthcare organizations to:
•

Effectively coordinate outpatient care throughout the community

•

Proactively plan for and manage at-risk patients and targeted
populations

•

Reduce preventable readmissions, improve overall patient health
and reduce costs

See how you can, too, at allscripts.com/caremanagement

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.
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Who knew?
Eye-opening facts and figures to know and share.
Download your free fact-filled infographic today and surprise yourself and your
colleagues with eye-opening statistics and facts about Transitions of Care. Did you know:
•

On average, most primary care physicians have to coordinate care with 229 other
physicians in 117 practices

•

1 in 5 Medicare fee-for-service patients was readmitted to the hospital within
30 days of discharge

•

75% of readmissions are considered potentially preventable, especially with
improved care transitions

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.

Get your
Transitions
of Care
infographic
today
Infographic

Download your
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Your facts and figures
are here. Get them now.
Examine them. Borrow them. Dispense them.
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free Transitions of
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Transitions of Care by the Numbers
Know more. Do more. Reach farther.

“It is not a case we are treating; it is
a living, palpitating, alas too often
suffering fellow creature.”
– JOHN BROWN, 19TH CENTURY EDINBURGH PHYSICIAN AND AUTHOR

85% of patients

is the number
of individual
doctors an
American will
see by age 65 1

28.4

avoided any health
care visit in 2012, an
8.6% point increase
from 2009 5

– THE ADVISORY
BOARD COMPANY

75% of readmissions are

52% of consumers want to use the

– HEALTH AFFAIRS, 2012

– MARY MEEKER’S INTERNET TRENDS 2014

considered potentially preventable 2

web to rate and find doctors 6

“Providing health care is like building a house. The
task requires experts, expensive equipment and
materials, and a huge amount of coordination.” 3
– ATUL GAWANDE

– MARY MEEKER’S
INTERNET TRENDS 2014

“Great things are done
by a series of small things
brought together.”
– VINCENT VAN GOGH

$25 to $45 billion
is the amount in wasteful spending
due to inadequate management of
care transitions in 2011 4
– HEALTH AFFAIRS, 2012

of the 25 largest
post-acute care
organizations use
Allscripts solutions

30

of fee-for-service
Medicare beneficiaries
discharged from the
hospital are readmitted
within 30 days 7
– HEALTH AFFAIRS, 2012

Download your free fact-filled infographic and be in the
know, with eye-opening statistics on Transitions of Care.
Did you know:

50% of Americans with chronic

conditions did not comply with taking
medication to manage their disease 9

– MARY MEEKER’S INTERNET TRENDS 2014

St. Joseph Health Systems

used Care Management to:

Increase case management
staff productivity
Reduce denials and avoidable days
Make vital info visible to all care teams

Nearly 1/5

92%

1in2

Americans has at least 1
chronic condition 8

229

•

1 in 4 Americans has 2+ chronic conditions

•

Chronic conditions account for more than 75%
of the money spent in health care

•

52% of healthcare consumers want to access
tools and websites that rank doctors for quality
and satisfaction

is the average number
of physicians a primary
care doctor will have
to coordinate with 10
– ANNALS OF INTENAL
MEDICINE, 2009

“With Allscripts Care Management, we are able
to provide more options to family members
for available resources and it happens quicker.
We are saving time initiating the referrals.”
– BARBARA BECKERMAN, MANAGER, CASE MANAGEMENT, SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.
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Thanks!
Your fact-filled infographic is ready to download.
One last fact… Did you know that inadequate care coordination—
including inadequate management of care transitions—was responsible
for $25 billion to $45 billion in wasteful spending in 2011 through
avoidable complications and unnecessary hospital readmissions?
Count on Allscripts Care Director to help you:
•

Manage and prioritize patient populations

•

Obtain a comprehensive view for all patients

•

Create a shareable care plan for extended care teams

See how you can, too, at allscripts.com/caremanagement

Know more. Do more. Reach farther.

